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. Market, Peter Aertsen, c. 1850. Market on the frozen Firisen River in Uppsala, an illustration of the history of northern Djibouti, Olaus Magnus, 1555. . Allegory of Trade, John Theodore Haines, 1743. Portoboe, 1748. The Portobleo Fair was the main area of American trade with Europe between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. In
Europe there were ports of Seville (later Cadiz), Lisbon, Antwerp, Amsterdam and London. Not to be confused with mercantilism. Commercial capitalism or commercial capitalism are historiographician expressions that define the first stage of the development of capitalism as an economic and social system (in terms of historical
materialism or Marxism as a mode of production - a method of capitalist production). Although early forms of commercial capitalism can be seen in the daily economic life of ancient Rome (from the 2nd century BC) or in the economics of medieval Islam (from the ninth century AD); The key was the development of the bourgeoisie of
artisans and merchants in the medieval cities of Western and Central Europe (Italian, German, Flemish, Hansietic city-states, etc. - Henri Pirenne called them islands in the feudal ocean-), unreliable in the late Middle Ages and with great force from the so-called revolution of the twelfth century. even benefiting from some of the effects of
the 14th century crisis, it became a socio-economic force sufficient to account for in the city government itself (the first bourgeois revolutions, urban patriarchs) and in the case of feudal monarchies, which eventually became authoritarian monarchies and the first nation-states, one of its main pillars (by paying taxes to the nascent royal
gasiends, its intervention as officials or lawyers in the nascent bureaucracy and their political representation in the medieval parliaments. , English Parliament, General States of France.). In Europe, commercial capitalism became an important economic force in the 18th century. The trading era came to an end in the 18th century, giving
way to industrial capitalism. In the modern era, from the era of discoveries of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and with the creation of the first global empires that expanded their colonization through ocean routes (Portuguese Empire, Spanish Empire, Dutch Empire, English Empire, French Empire), integrating for the first time the
whole world into the so-called capitalist world of economics (Fernand Braudel, Immanuil The mercantile era of capitalism can culminating in the eighteenth century, and replaced in the early nineteenth century a new era of industrial capitalism, beginning with the Industrial Revolution. However, forms of commercial capitalism persisted in
some areas, such as the southern United States, where plantation slave-owning economies limited the development of commercial capitalism (limiting the consumer goods market) and obstructing the economic legislation proposed by northern legislators (monetary and banking reform, transcontinental railroad, incentives for calculations in
the West) to integrate the U.S. economy and ensure the growth of industrial capitalism. Commercial capitalism differs from mature capitalism by the absence of industrialization and financial change. Businesses can be supported by a relatively small number of private investors who act as intermediaries between ordinary producers of
goods and exchange loans with each other. However, commercial capitalism is an important step for the initial accumulation of capital needed to consolidate capitalism as a mode of production. In this initial accumulation of commercial operations come to collect enough capital and manpower to make possible industrialization, which is a
precondition for the transformation of commercial capitalism into industrial capitalism. There is also mercantilism, which is the theory that the wealth of a country comes from its precious metals. See also feudalism Transition from feudalism to capitalism of the Internal System or put out of the system of industrial capitalism Financial
Capitalism Late Capitalism 11 Cognitive Capitalism and Knowledge Economy Democratic Capitalism Revolution Notes- See the Golden Age of Islam-Economics -Jrus Banaji (2007), Islam, Islam, Islam Mediterranean and the Rise of Capitalism, Journal of Historical Materialism 15 (1), By Maya Shatzmiller (1994), Labor in the Medieval
Islamic World, page 402-403, Brill Publishers , ISBN 90-04-09896-8. Subhi J. Labib (1969), Capitalism in Medieval Islam, Journal of Economic History 29 (1), p. 79-96. See Parliament, Parliament, Parliamentarianism, Medieval Parliamentarianism - in:History of Paramentarianism - Perry Anderson, Absolutist State. At:National Banking Act:
Transcontinental Railroad, Headley, S. E. 1991. Political economy of the family farm: The agrarian roots of American capitalism. Praeger's series in the political economy. New York: Praeger. In: Late Capitalism Bibliography by John Day, Money and Finance in the Age of Merchant Capitalism, 1999. J.L. van anneden, the rise and decline
of Holland trade capitalism and the labour market, 1993. Joseph Calder Miller, Way of Death: Merchant Capitalism and Angolan slave trade 1730-1830 1988. Elizabeth Genovese and Eugene D. Genovese, Fruits of the merchant capital : slavery and bourgeois property in the rise and expansion of capitalism, 1983. Paul Frentrop,
Corporate Governance History, 1602-2002. Amsterdam: Deminor, 2003. Andre Gunder Frank, Accumulation of the World, 1492 - 1789. New York: 1978 Henri Pirenne, Economic and social history of medieval Europe. London: Routledge, 1936. Michel Beaud, History of Capitalism 1500-2000. New York: Monthly Press Review, 2001.
Immanuil Wallerstein, Modern World System: Capitalist agriculture and the origins of the European world economy in the sixteenth century, Academic press, 1997. Immanuil Wallerstein, Modern World System II: Mercantilism and Consolidation of the European World Economy, 1600-1750, Academic Press; (June 1980). Immanuil
Wallerstein, Modern World System III: The Second Era of the Great Expansion of the Capitalist World Economy, 1730-1840s. Academic Press, 1988. Data: No1472057 -- Received from Commercial or Commercial Capitalism. It is considered to be a pre-capitalization, as it represents the first stage of the capitalist economic system. It
originated at the end of the fifteenth century, marking the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of a modern era that lasted until the eighteenth century, when the industrial revolution began. Trade capitalism was used in the colonies of America, Africa and Asia, where the metropolis sought wealth and products on new lands,
strengthening trade relations. Trade Capitalism - Phases of capitalism accompanied the development of society and are divided into three stages: commercial or commercial capitalism (precapitalism) Industrial capitalism or industrialism Financial or monopolistic capitalism. Characteristics of commercial or commercial capitalism The main
characteristics of commercial capitalism: The emergence of currency as the value of the exchange production of the International Trade Division as an economic system Favorable trade balance (excess) Protectionism (customs duties) Metalism (accumulation of precious metals) Historical context: the summary of the Middle Ages was a
long period that lasted from the 5th to the fifteenth century in Europe. During this period of capitalism did not exist, and the feudal system was the regulator of social, cultural, economic and political relations of the time. Based on land ownership, feudalism included two large social groups: feudal lords, landowners who gained absolute
power over them, and servants, persons working in fiefdoms. This is society is known as a public society (divided by property), whose social mobility practically did not exist. That is, if a man was born noble, he will die noble, or if he was born a servant, he will live for the rest of his life in these conditions. Above the feudal lords were kings
and the Church, so the lords were subject to their will and paid them taxes, but they had all kinds of power (political, economic, social) on their lands. However, with maritime expansion, the development of new lands, the development of trade (driven by free markets around Burgos), population growth and the emergence of a new social
class (bourgeoisie) will definitely transform this feudal scenario. It was during this period that the Portuguese found Brazil, whose products, extracted from the colony, were sold by the metropolis. In other words, while the colony exported raw materials, megacities produced and sold goods. The economic, social and political interests of the
new emerging class, the bourgeoisie, led to the decline of the feudal system, which sought to enrich themselves by accumulating precious metals, one of the main characteristics of the economic system of mercantilism called metalism. Thus was the emergence of a capitalist trading system, the main purpose of which was to profit from
traded goods, mediated by the economy, oriented to trade, with an increase in customs duties (protectionism) and the search for a surplus (favourable trade balance). Thus, commercial or commercial capitalism was strengthened by the trade and sale of slaves, industries, precious metals, sales of spices and agricultural products. This is
crucial to the formation of a capitalist production regime. Capitalist. capitalismo comercial industrial e financeiro. capitalismo comercial definicion. capitalismo comercial caracteristicas. capitalismo comercial wikipedia. capitalismo comercial principais características. capitalismo comercial resumen. capitalismo comercial industrial financeiro
e informacional. capitalismo comercial industrial y financiero
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